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Gen. M-axwell Taylorspeaks here Thursday

'

Th~ College

"Realities of a Vietnamese many-eyed vigilance of Argus
Settlement" will be General - constantly watching in all
Maxwell
Taylor's
topic directions in anticipation of
Thursday when he speaks at the emergence of forces inimi8 p.m. in Halenbeck Hall on cal to our national purposes."
the SCS campus.
A reception for General
Taylor will be held in Atwood
Memorial College Center following his speech. Both the
speech and reception are
sponso_red by the Atwood
Board of Governors; the
1
public is welcome without
charge to both .
General Taylor was formerly chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and U.S. ambassador to South Vietnam.
Dr. Theodore Mitau, new
He has served as spedal advisor to Presidents Kennedy - Chancellor of the State Coland Johnson, and he is cur- lege Board, told delegates to
,rently president of the Insti-· the weekend Inter-Faculty Ortute for Defense Analysis at ganization meeting at Winona
State College that they mustArlington, Ya.
His writing includes "The "go to work like never beUncertain Trumpet," a book fore" to improve the State
which called for a 'flexible College system.
Mitau outlined a threeresponse' to aggression re- placing the United States doc- point program which he said
trine of "massive retaliation," is _needed in the system, and
and "Responsibility and Re- then indicated how the faculty
sponse" - a book based on a members of the state colleges
series of lectures stating as its can help to accomplish the
th_esis: where we once had a . program :
According to Mitau the
. bipolar nuclear confrontation
between ourselves and the state colleges must:
• Promote conditions to
Sino-Soviet bloc, we now
develop
the "best minds" in
have a multipolar power rela·
tionship in which the contest professors.
•
Obtain
clerical
help
is fought in small subversive
which
would
free
instructors
wars of liberation .
to work more at b,eir acad~- . H~. tiws.,,, "T',h~,.,.-l..l.nited 'emic
States can no longer be a oneeyed Cyclops. ~\s power of
• Improve communication
attention must partake of the between all groups involved in
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I FO holds meet in Winoila
*

*

*
Mitau:. 60 to worl,
like never before'

woric".

. ,_ .. .;. • ---- -..-

~**********************

the state college system students, faculty, administrators, the state college board ·
the legislature and the people
of Minnesota.
The accomplishment of
these programs will "require
immense understanding" by
the public, said Mitau, so that
the · necessary funds will be
appropriated.
"We need your cooperation," he told the faculty, "to
make Minnesotans proud" of
the state college system .
Each of the six colleges
must decide how it can be
unique," - Mitau explained.
"The faculty and administration of each school should
meet to decide how this can
be done."
_
"In my admiriistration
tQce.r.e W,i_ll be; no~sec.on..d clq.,~s "
citizens " Mitau said referring to ' a proposal td create
greater unity and equality among the higher education
system -of Minnesota.
"I will work to promote
.
h
.
.
umty . among t he Umvers1ty
o f M innesota, t e state co 1leges and the junio~ col1
" h
·d ·
d
th t
eges,
e sa1 , m or er
a
they may work for mutual
benefit.
Mitau urged the faculty
to "get out and tell the legislators in yo ur communities about our mission of education. You are going to have
to become politicians. You
must work to sell education."
All of this is based on the
premise, he said, that "education is the least expensive way
to insure the future."

*

The Inter-Faculty Organization , cons1s1mg of
·faculty members from all of the six Minnesota
state colleges, met at Winona State College Friday
and Saturday for the bienniel conference.
About 450 members attended, and heard from
Minnesota Attorney General Douglas Head, State ·
College Board Chancellor Dr. Theodore Mitau,
and IFO legislative representative Arthur Gillen
Friday. Also Friday, Robert Blixt, executive secretary of the Minnesota Investment Board reported
on the status of faculty ·investment funds.
Friday afternoon the delegates met according to
academic areas, and Saturday morning held a ·
legislative session to formalize proposals which will
be presented to the legislative representative.
A complete report of these proposals will be in
the Chronicle Friday. Appearing in this issue are
.stories covering the major speakers at the meeting.

Atto rney Gen era I Hea d
•
•
ca 11 s tImes
eX CI tIng
_

I

_"With _two new state co\lege pre_s1dents ~nd ~an_y
.$h~ ng.~~ m ~d.ucatH~_nJ this. 1s
an exc1tmg time for those inter_ested in the state colleges,"
Minnesota state attorney .general _Dou~las He~d told the
IFq,in Winona Fnday.
Your new state col)ege
board chancellor Dr. M1tau
t o Id me th e o th er d ay t h at 70
t f th
h
.
pe~cen °
e teac ers in
Minnesota come from yo ur
system ,, Head noted
'
·
He then described to the
delegates the fu~ction_ of the
att~rney ~eneral s off_1ce, the
topic of hi~ address Fnd~y. _
Head hsted three pnmary
functions ?f his office: .
• P~ov1de le~~I service for
government officials
• Perform the legal services
of. the state (including the education department and the
state college board),
• Give attorney ge neral's
opinions when they requested.

•

Head noted in _regard
to the third point, attorney
general's q_pil)ions_, 1hat scbool
boards are making much
greater use of this than ever
before, and his office is continuing to expand this service:
The. usual . function of the
office in cases involving the
opinions is that of an arbiter,
Head noted. "Opinions given
by my office ,are not legally
binding unless they are specifically issued in writing ·as
such and then not challenged by th~ court," he said.
Head stressed that the attorney general's office is currently expanding the consumer division , which works to
minimize illegal business practices; providing a training
program for law enforcement
officers around the state; operating a training program for
county _attorneys, in <:_oopera-

HEAD

Gillin tells /FD
ARLIN CARLSON, supervisor of CHOICE '68 on campus,
helps an unidentified student vote in the April 24 election.

McCarthy is CHOICE
Eugene McCarthy led all
candidates in the CHOICE
'68 voting April 24. McCarthy
drew 535 of the 1428 votes for
37.76 percent of the total.

Hubert Humphrey with
each.
·

79

Arlin Carlson, director of
CHOICE '68 for the campus
said he was disappointed that
-Robert Kenne.d y was second only 1428 students voted, but
with 236 votes for a 15 per thanked those who did particent total. Other candidates cipate. All results of the poll
drawing
significant
votes on a local and national level
were Richard Nixon with 208, will come: soon from Time
Nelson Rockefeller with 200, . magazine, the sponsor of the
and Lyndon Johnson and vote.

(cont. on page 3, col. 1)

Teachers image
Arthur Gillen , legislative
representative for the InterFaculty · Organization , told
faculty delegates in Winona
'Friday that the image of
teachers in the eyes of the
public is " bad," and that the
I FO is "peculiarly necessary.''

Senate
election
tomorrow

VOTE!

f

Gillen, who spoke following Dr. Theodore Mitau, put.
additional emphasis on the
need for teachers to " let
the legislators know who you
are."
He said teachers are mainly viewed as "thinkers" by the
legislators, and that it is
necessary to dispell this no. tion and show them that
teachers are also "doers."
The public views teachers as
a group asking for more
money, he said, making the
image bad.
Faculty should
i_n form
legislators of the new programs which are needed for
education, Gillen said, be-

11

bad''

cause "the leadership for the
new programs for the legislature to implement should
come from you."
Gillen then stressed the
need . for the IFO , and the
necessity for faculty members
to be active in it.
"Your kind of organiza-tion is peculiarly necessary,"
he said. "People think you are
the decision makers in education, but it is actually the
legislature that makes the decisions" by controlling the
m·oney.
"If your colleagues think

G/LLEIV

(cont. on page 3, col. 2)
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The College Chronicle

From sarcastic to sadistic

Al Capp comments on _·drugs, sex, LBJ
(ACP) - Comic Al Capp
endorsed student power at the
University of North Dakota
recently, saying, "It's about
•tiine the lunatics ran the
asylums," the Dakota Student
rep~rts.

''We can talk," said Capp,
Should college students be
"about sex or the social life . allowed to use LSD? "They're
at UND; Bonnie and Clyde or the only ones who don't need
Bobbie and Ethyl; the quiet LSD to have · delusions of
dignity of H. Rap Brown, grandeur," he said.
Joan Baez as a statesman or
Everett Dirksen as a folkShould there be free . sex
singer."
on campus? "Well, I think
Capp, creator of the comic
strip "Lil Abner," touched on
Sex before marriage de- that if they started charging
drugs, sex and . Lyndon John- finitely has psychological ef- for it, they'd lose a lot of the
son . in comments ranging feet~, he said - "Take the cry- romance."
from sarcastic to- sadistic, e- ing of the ba,by during the
lighting an overflow crowd.
honeymoon, for instance."
Is sex important in dating
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - today? "Of course it's impor· tant today. And it was important · yesterday and the . day
The
before. You didn't invent it,
you know."

College Chronicle .

Published Tuesda ys and Fridays throughout the school year except for.

vacation periods. Second class postage paid at St. Qoud, Minn . Students
subscription taken from the · student acti vity fund . Mail subscriptilln ·rate is
S 1.50 per quarter or $J per academic year.
Opinions expressed on the Chronicle Editorial page arc those_ of the editorial board . They do not necessarily reflect the views of the student bod\·.
fa\:ulty or 'a dminis!ration .
·
·

Editor-in-chief .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Thomas Meinz
News editors .. . . . . . . . . . . . Sylvia Lang, Carol Stephens
Sports editor ... ; ... ... . . . . . ... . . . . . .. Jim Paape
Business manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bob Lundquist
Advertising staff . . . . . . . . Kathy Hessler, Marilyn Turkula,

How abou.t dr_ugs for a
new arid different experience?
"How about maturing and
growing up for a new and different experience?"
And Lyndon Johnson?
Capp finds him unlovable most of the time. "Only when
I hear Bobby speak do I find
something charming about
him," he·said.

Phgtographers .. Jim Gammell, Bruce_Krause, John Truzinsk'i
Reporters .

. Elain Alarcon, Mary Craigie,
Mary Jo Dinndorf, Barb Bolin

Adviser .. . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . Mr. George Pearson
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To get rich quick, Capp
recommended . the poverty
business. "There's a lot of'
money to be made there .. . my
money, yo ur money ... "

Section
April 30, 1968

Last week we had a short dissertation on ·note
taking, with a word or two on grades. At that
time, I wanted to go into detail about grades, but
· .the class in which I was writing the column was
· dismissed. I also thought that space limitations
would be a problem. Little did I know that the ·
editor was to run the column in fine print. Anyway, in terms of the Great Purge, grades must go
down the drain along with note taking, lectures,
dorm searches, anti-love ·campaigns, the stench,
. parking tickets, the jukebox in Atwood, feed- ·
back sheets and seven cent popsicles.
The reasons that grades must be eliminated
are many and varied. First, grades are based on
objectivity, and we all know that there is no such
thmg as objectivity. (Ask Jim Downy about that.)
If you' ll recall my first column, I blatantly stated
that subjectivity was the watchword of the thinking man, and, so far, I haven't been disproved .
. The second reason for chucking grades is that
the teacher's grading systems, are inachronistic . .
The profs usually employ one of three standard
methods of grading; the recall method, the staircase method, and the face association method.
The recall method is employed by egotistical
profs. They grade you on how well you_ can
parrot back their jargon. Tnis method has been
outdated by the portable tape recorder and viqeo
tape.
The staircase method, usually employed by
behavioral scientists, is probably the most accurate, but we don't know for sure (mere research
is needed). The prof places the stack of exams on
the top step and kicks them. The heaviest manuscripts fall to the bottom and receive A's, C's land
in the middle of the staircase and E's stay on the
top.
The face association method has been rendered impractical with the advent of auditorium
. classes. Face association also ran into problems
· because, more often than not, it turned out to be
knee or bust association.
Incidentally, most profs grade in red ink, which
is symbolic of bloodletting. In fact, this at times
may have led to the real thing . .Now that I have
exposed the gradation _systems, it's time we simply
do away with grades.
·
THOUGHT FOR THIS WEEK: Economist Walter Heller tells· me that perhaps the government
will release some of its huge surplus of nickel
popsicles to flood the market and thereby force
Coborn's to lower the price of their seven cent
popsicles.
SHORTER ONES: By his own admission, Paul
T. McCalib is a sellout to the middle class ...
Because of extreme pressure from you readers, I
will not (repeat, will not) mention Gloria
Mosher's name in this column ... Further investigation by a committee from Dean Sikkink's Parliamentary Procedure class 'i ndicates that the 14
story beer keg - a proposed alternative to the
Centennial bell tower - would require 500 thousand square feet of aluminum at a cost of
$75,000. Cold Spring Brewery would probably
fill it for a sawbuck .. .l 've made myself available
for negotiations for the chairmanship of a new
department at SCS - Apathology. My best qualification as an apathologist is that I don ' t care if
I get the job or not...'til next time (if the sun
and grass don't get to me), I.K.

Campus Comments---.
April 30, 1968
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Ja_ck Montgomery withdraws
from student senate VP race
would be upon bein,g elected
To The Editor:
During the two years I row's election, however · few to the Senate, he said: " I'd
have served on the Student there may be, to make their demand a recount. " I guess
Senate, that body has taken a choices, however few there fans of bloody, gutsy Sennumber- of · purposeful, con- may be, on the basis ·of merit. atorial campaigns will h~ve to
. structive positions. Because of It.is not encouraging to see a echo the . 6ft-repeated .sentithis sporadic effectiveness, it . Senate position so widely re- . ment of the old Brooklyn
is with a heavy heart that I · garded as · merely another Oodger supporters and "Wait
make the folluwing announce- bauble for a poiitical charni till next year."
l certainly hope all the
ment: Due to last-minute con-· bracelet.
·
flicts I shall no longer seek,
Perhaps the most honest new Senators will have good
nor will I accept, the office and incisive comment by a luck, endurance, and a sense
of Vice-President of the Stu- candidate during this cam- of humor. I'm not sure which
dent Senate.
paign was given by a Senator- of these qualities they will
·
I would encou.rage those at-large
aspirant. . When need most.
students who vote in tomor- asked what his .first action Jack Montgomery

Mj, College' is for me
To The Editor:
MY COLLEGE
Saint Cloud State College is
forme
· So that I can become more
brilliantly
- Then some day I can go out
and teach
All of my learned philosophies
Oh won't that be hevenly1 wiH always remember the
administration
And of the fine sun-bathing sensations
Together it has all been a
wonderful education
Looking forward to graduation
That is my dedication

Of all the Home-coming laboring
And the late hours of
.studying
That paid off for all the
grades of passin·g
And the gay time \\-_'.e all
had laughing
·
As tpgether we are living.
The old Alma Mater will be
in my heart
As the days lengthen since
we part
And we look back and see
new freshmen start
Enjoying it like . young
meadowlarks ·
Using our same parks.
Eileen Solberg

HEAD
tion. with the University of
Minnesota; and expandmg the
services and scope of the
criminal division, to . establish uniform law enforcement
policies in the state.
"Never since the civil war
have the social probl®}s had
such ramifications as they do
now," said Head.
"One of the problems is
that people feel removed from
social . problems, but they
exist in the hearts and minds

-

of m_en and women whether
they are in Minneapolis, Detroit or comfortable Winona."
"We must be willing to
experiment,' '
Head
said.
"This is a great and exciting
challenge we have" in facing
the social problems, he noted,
an.d, by way of ap. illustrative
_humorous story, indicated he
was "totally commited" to
his job in helping to solve the
problems.

GILLEN -

they can adopt your ideas to
get action and not be members of the IFO they. are not
doing their job."
He stressed that all faculty

members must "go out among
the citizenry and legislature to
convince these people of the
ne.eds of education."

McCarthy.backers form
A new campus · organiza- night. If there are enough stution, St. Cloud State Students dents from the St. Cloud area,
for Senator Eugene McCar- caravans will leave directly
thy, is organizing an effort to· from St. Cloud. A charge of
recruit manpower from the St. · $3 is required to help pay for
Clo_ud area for canvassing and gas-mileage allowances. Stuoffice staffing . in Nebraska dents provide their own
the weekends of May 3 and meals, and housing will be
10. Car and/or bus caravans · provided by the Nebraska
will leave Si. Paul at 3 p.m. organization. Contact LeAnn
on Friday afternoon and re- Weisbrich, 251-2441, after
turn Sunday evening at mid- 6 p.m. if interested.

Defends Holes' girls

Meyer reacts to Urdahl letter
To The Editor:
Just a few comments on a
letter written to the editor by
a candidate for Student Senate.
Dean U rdahl, claimed
·
the the reason for none of the
girls ·in Holes Hall showing
· up to . hear Student Senate

Hawkins urges
students to attend
convocation, 7 p.m.
To The Editor: ·
Me too!
This is the only " original"
statement for me to make
since all the candidates are
falling into line. I do support
the programs that will reduce
the plight of the· student. I' ll
try to express my specific
ideas and plans for implemen. tation at the planned con.vocations.
I therefore urge everyone
to attend the convocation at
Hill-Case . halls tpnight at
7 p.m. The convocation includes off-campus as well as
on-campus students.
Jim Hawkins
Candidate for Senator-atlarge

candidates speak was that the
stu,dents felt that the Senate
had done nothing for them.
First~ I deny that because
several Holes' girls have
worked on Senate projects
thrnug~out the year.
Second, if he had waited
a few minutes · longer he
would have learned that the
real reason that no one, not
even the dorm supervisor, had
been informed of. the meeting.
John Mitchell then informed
several girls in the dorm of
To The Editor:
This past week I had the the meeting and we continued
responsibility of managing a the convocation. The Holes'
professional conference com- girls present were very interposed mainly of college teach- ested and asked several quesers of business and econom- tions about Senate programs
ics. As a part of- the task it and achievements.
As for apathy generated
was necessary for me . to have
people · who would man the by the Senate, a few candiregistration and other confer- dates held their own anence facility areas. After dis- nounced me.eting in Larry
cussion of the job with a num- Hall Monday with over a
ber of St. Cloud State Col- hundred interested girls show1.ege economic majors, a num- ing up,
I don't deny apathy on
ber of them -volunteered to
help' me at the conference. I this campus, but unless you
would like to take this public create a Berkeley or Univerway of thanking those stu- sity of Wisconsin here at SCS,
dents, especially in view of we will go on with our "suitthe fact that I received a large · case college" and general
number of complements . on apathy, just like almost every
other college our size in the
their· performance by
bers of the teaching profes- . nation.
The Senate can alleviate
sion . Their performance certainly was such that· the con- the situation somewhat by inference participants will carry volving more students in colhome with them a very good lege committees and activities.
impression of St. Cloud State But as we continue work in
this area, let' s face it Dean
College and its students.
I was proud to be identi- Ordahl, apathy fa here to
stay.
fied with them .
Larry Meyer
Allen L. Larsen
Candidate for Student Senate
Department of Economics

Economics teacher
thanks students

mem-

Publications
posts open
until May 6th
Six student publications
positions will be filled by appointment at the May 16 Student Publications meeting.
Positions open will be
Chronicle editor and business
manager for the· 1968-69 academic year, Chronicle editor
and business manager for the
summer sessions (one or both), •
business manager for the Talahi for the 1968-69 academic
year, editor of the Student
Handbook for this spring and
summer, and chief photographer for the coming academic
year.
Applications and information pertaining to· these positions may be obtained in the
Chronicle office, Atwood Center 136 or from Mr. George
Pearson, student publications
and photo adl'iser in Eastman
Hall room 49.
Applications must be returned to Mr. Pearson by
. Monday, May 6. Applicants
will be inteniewed by the publications committee at the
meeting.
All students are eligible to
. apply for these positions.

DEVELOPS
"THE LACE CRUSH"
Making a beautiful case for the dolled•up look th is Summer
-Designer Group ot simple. skimalong sha_p es. Each orie.
resorting to tiers of lace for late•day enchanJ ment. Aqua .
pink or white rayon with a crush on matching lace.
Left: Necklace"d and hem'd Lece Oush. sizes 5 to 15,

$11.00Center: Cap-Sleeved Lace Crush. sizes 5 to 15. $11.00 Right: Collared and Pocketed Lace Crush. sizes 3 to 13,

.

$11.00- ·

DEE JAY'S
23-7th Avenue South
St. Cloud. Minnesota
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Governor's assistant Swanson
confirms low SCS doctorate ratio
by Sylvia Lang
"More 'than two thirds of
the entir~ budget of the State
of Minnesota in this admin ~
istration is committed to education ," Robert L. Swanson, administrative assistant
to Governor Harold LeVander, said in a letter answering a Chronicle query regarding the low doctorate
ratio at SCS.
Referring to the April 2
Chronicle article · "SCS doctorate ratio 'very low',"
Swa nso n said, "You are correct in the assessment the
ratio of doctorates has declined. Actually, the n_umber
of doctorates on the faculty
has
remained
relatively
stable, while the College has
experienced an increase in enrollment by some 3,000 stu-

Now ,:fro in i/

VAN \HEUSEN®

dents over the past three
years."
"At the time when teaching salaries
were
low,"
Swanson said, "the supply of
doctorates was equally low
and it was necessary for St.
Cloud State, and other Colleges, to employ available
teachers to fill faculty needs.
Combined population and
knowledge explosions complicated matters for the education industry. "
Spreaking of . Governor
LeVander's attitude toward
education
in
Minnesota
Swanson said that "under
Governor LeVander's administration, the salary scale for
the State Colleges received
the greatest increase · in history; 21 percent for the first
year and eight percent for the
second year of the Biennium
for full professors."
The
salary
increases,
Swanson said, "have put Minnesota in a competitive position with the neighboring
states in attracting full pro-

fessors and associate professors. Always competitive in
the lower ranks of faculty
salaries, Minnesota's position
has been sharply improved by
Governor LeVander's priority
emphasis on education."
Swanson added that Governor LeVander has publicly
stated that Minnesota must
continue to increase its support for greater educational
opportunity and excellence."
"Minnesota is far above
national average in educational effort, ranking 13th among
the 50 states in expenditures
per pupil," Swanson said. He
added that
"The
states
ranked ahead of Minnesota,
in order, are New York ,
Alaska, New Jersey, Connecticut, Maryland, Montana ,
California, Deleware, Wisconsin, Wyoming, Oregon,
and Pennsylvania." He noted
that "Alaska's inflated economy reduces comparable purchasing power by one fourth .
This factor would raise Minnesota to 12th and drop Alaska to 16th i.n the list. "

Photo by Bruce Krause

DON EWEN, director of slater . food service, presented a check for sgoo to Mike Sieben, Stu.dent
Senate President, and Senator Paul Ridgeway as a
result of the Food for India program. The check will
be sent to UNICEF for use in India. _The money was
raised by students giving up meals at campus dining .
halls in a Student Senate program.

Our Space Department
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Big. This year even bigger. Some Chevrolet TriLevels are longer. Some wider. Some with more
cargo room. Size up Impala. Nothing in its ·field
comes as big. For instance, in many others you
wouldn 't dare try laying a 4 x 8-foot mirror flat in the
main cargo level. (Especially if you're superstitious.)
In Impala, no problem. The hidden storage compartment on the lower level also takes more of your gear
than any of them. The roof rack you order should
take care of the rest. For your comfort, there's extra
hip and shoulder room.
We make our Tri-Levels lots more attractive in other

ways, too. With such-exclusives in Chevrolet's field
as an ignition warning system. You'll get a buzz out
of it if you ever leave your key in the switch. There
are rocker panels that clean themselves with every
shower you go through. lnrier fenders that protect
the outer ones from rust. And hidden windshield
wipers on many models. Even with ~ll these advantages, Impala and Chevelle Concours are the lowest
priced luxury wagons in their .fields. And if that's
what you like to hear, hear this. Unprecedented
savings are yours now at' your Chevrolet dealer's
'68 Savings Explo. See 'the details below.

◄a=ifi-H•=V
Chevrolet Tri-Levels
TRY ONE FOR SIZE AT YOUR DEALER'S.
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MEN'S COLOGNE
AND AFTER SHAVE

the FIRST
to LAST
... and Last
... and Lasf
... and Last
Cologne from $3.50
After Shave from $3.00
Now in special
Holiday Gift Sets.

Walgreen
Marsh Drug
ON 7th

IMPALA STATION WAGON

II

'68~J80
elR,P
\ ~''{

It's like no other . savin gs
event your Chevrolet dealer

·has ever held. To you it . Powerglide and whitewalls.
means extra buying power2. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
an explosion of savings on
with 250-hp Turbo-Fire V8,
Chevrolets and Chevelles. · Powerglide and whitewalls.
Take a look at these bonus
3. Any regular Chevrolet
savings plans. Then see your
with 250-hp Turbo-Fire V8,
Chevrolet dealer.
Turbo Hydra-Matic and
Bonus Savings Plans.
whitewalls.
1. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
4.
Now, for the first time ever,
w ith 200-hp Turbo-Fire V8,

big savings on power disc
brakes and power steering on
any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with V8 engine.
5. Buy any Chevrolet or
Chevelle V8 2°door or 4door hardtop model - save
on vinyl top, electric clock,
wheel covers and appear- .
once guard items.

Happening now at your Chevrolet dealer's,
a tremendous explosion of extra buying power. Only the leader could make it happen.
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Weather forces
BB reschedule

Nelson is first J~time Drake double winner
· Coach Bob Tracy split his
track team last weekend to
compete in two different
meets.
Tracy himself accompanied a record-breaking squad
to the Drake Relays, in Des
Moines, Iowa. Senior trackmen Gary Haugen and John
Ploog led the other contingent
to the Bethel Relays in St.
Paul.
The most outstanding per-

formance at Drake was ac- games if he qualifies for the
complished by Van Nelson, as United States' team.
he won both the three and
Sophomore Jerry Dirkes
six-mile runs for the third
consecutive year. Nelson has and Jeff Renneberg also ran
succeeded in breaking his own well in the distance events.
records at each attempt since Dirkes turned in a fine time
initiating his winning tradi- of 29:20.8 in the six-mile for
fifth place while Renneberg
tion as a sophomore.
The most significant result secured seventh place in the
of his Drake competition was three-mile event with a strong
that, by running the three- personal best of 14: 14.8.
The two-mile relay team
mile in 13;17.4, he. is eligible
to compete in the Olympic composed of Lon Martinson,

Rich Pearson, Dirkes, and
Len Brenny broke the school
record for that ev.:-nt at
7:51.8.
Another record was broken in the distance medley
event. In a combination of
distance races totaling 2.5
miles, the team bettered St.
Cloud's previous best by
more than 14 seconds. The
team of Brenny (half-mile),
· Gary Welton (quarter-mile),
Martinson
(three-quarter
mile), and Renneberg (mile)
. compiled a time of l 0: 16.2 for
· a sixth place finish .
No team scores were kept
at the Bethel meet and results
were not immediately released.
A home meet at Selke
Field
is
scheduled
for
Wednesday, May l, at 3 p.m .
This weekend the l;Iuskies are
again on the road as they
travel to South Dakota for an
jnvitational track meet.

The Huskies' scheduled
three-game series against Bemidji State College Friday
and Saturday was · postponed
because of wet grounds.
Coach Jim Stanek's squad
will make up the series Tuesday, May 14, when they travel
to Bemidji for a triple-header,
consisting
of three seven
. .
\
mnmg contests.
"We hate to play so many
games on one day but the
weatherman hasn't been too
cooperative lately," Stanek
said.
After playing Carleton
yesterday, State will host the
University of
MinnesotaMorris at Rox Stadium this
weekend in a three-game
series.
Friday's conference game
with Morris will start at 3
p.m. and Saturday's doubleheader will begin at 12 noon.

Look here,
-Wrangler!.philes
WRA OFFICERS are, froAt row Nancy Nelles,

Karen

Woods,

Quanita

Schmalz,

Judy

Marschel. Back row (l-r): Helen Fisher,
Nancy Redermacher, Nancy Williams, Jan
Lund.

Nancy Nelles heads WRA
"Activities in
Bloom"
-highlighted the annual Women's Recreation Association
banquet April 22.
After a faculty skit performed by Mrs. Ernst and
Miss Ochs, next year's WRA
officers were
announced.
Those elected were Nancy
Nelles,
president;
Karen
Woods, vice-president; Nancy
Radermacher,
secretary;
Quanita Schmalz, treasurer;
Jan Lund, historian; Helen
fisher, publicity chairman;
Judy Marschel, sportshead
chairman; and Nancy Wil-

Iiams, sports officiating chairman.

J9

WRA softball starts April
and will be held every

Monday
and
Wednesday
from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. The
sign-up sheets ~re located in
all giris' dorms .ancf in the
Halenbeck Hall locker room.

DULING
OPTICAL
COMPANY
Complete Optical Services
Contact Lenses

s99so

Complete
Phone 612-251.:4911

D

as

.row

U 1/Dg

511 50

88

OPTICAL COMPANY

LINUS SAYS

Chuck
Haberle

Arlin
Carlson

ELECT. • •
FOUR LEADERS
. X Carlson
X Haberle

XPyka
X Ridgeway

Sure you love your Wrangler® Jeans. But
it's time you learned that Wrangler makes
sportswear with the same knowing touch that's
made you the Wrangler-phile you are today.
Permanent press plaid shirt with soil release
finish. Blue, bone, green $5. Canvas weave
jeans in blue, whiskey, loden, banana, $4.50.
Snap-front, 30-inch jacket. Washable,
water-repellent. Navy, red, green, $6.

Wrangler®Sportswear

Ron Pyka

Paul Ridgeway

Wremember the "W" is Silent!
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Corley, Ashmore speak

Journalists view credibility gap in job.politics
by Sy lvia Lang

If newsmen do their work,
"there should be no credibil-.
ity gap in politics, Corley satd
NBC news director in Chicago, said Thursday at SCS.
Referring to the credibility gap in politic' Corley said
that politicians "present their
attempt to persuade ... newsman attempt to inform." He
added, "If the truth will be
out, the politician might be
damaged."
Corley said th at it is necessary for the _sta_tesma~ to
_persuade "to fulfill his function as a governor, and to persuade he must be believable."
According to Corley, the
credibility -gap originated in
the Franklin D. Roosevelt administration when there was

" big govern ment with · big
governmenta l problems." H e
referred to Roosevelt as being
an "adroit manipulator· of
news which is part of the business of being a governor."
During the Roosevelt administration , Corly said, the
terms ."information on the
record," or written statements, "background information," or non.:attributable
statements, and "off the
record," - or unuseable statements, became problematical
for newsmen . He said that
since "off the record" information can not be used, it
"can be used · peculiarly to
strangle a story."
Turning to the attitude of
the American people towards
the credibility gap, Corley

sai d that "few people believe
in fu ll free dom o f information." He added t hat "the
p ublic at times wou ld rather
avoid so me types of information - especially painful information." It is the newsman 's responsibility, he said,
"to bear up under this burden ... and lay the truth before
tlfat part of the country willing to think."

by Carol Stephens

Deliberate
deception,
manipulation of news a nd alteration of the truth a re where
the credibility gap really lies,
according _ to Harry Ashmore, executive vice-president
of the Center for the Study
of Democratic Institutions in
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Ashmore, speaking to a
capacity crowd in Headley

Corley , speaking of role
of newsmen, said, "True professionalism is a struggle
towards an ideal end. Hopefully they would always act ;
within the boundaries of '
truth." For the newsmen to '
"vent frustrations,
would
mean leaving the reader as he
was before," Corley co ncl uded .

" We haven't learned anyth ing in Vietn a m a nd our in- ·
_ flue nce is way down . We
didn't rea lly have an Asian
policy when we moved into
Vietnam and we are now using an outdated foreign
policy. It is about 20 years
old."
To both the North Vietnamese and European powers, the war has been escalated
all out of proportion to its
objectives. _
"My optimism has decreased daily as to any chance
for negotiation," Ashmore ·
said after he heard that Johnson had taken his· name out
of the presidential hat.

"Every President, including Joh nson, has used star- ·
spa ngled methods to divert
the public from the harsh reality of the situation around
Co rl ey
Ashmore
them and to move them to national un ity, but Johnson is
H all April 24, used Vietnam credited with a record.''
"Johnson continues to inand the American policy there
as "the best example and the sist that he is listening to· both
most critical one" for show- doves and hawks," and that
Washington is still the one
ing where the gap exists.
Speaking on the difficul- that is willing to talk while
ties the news media has in H anoi is not.
"H o wever, it is not the
obtaining definite information, Ashmore accused Presi- choice of a site that is stopdent Johnson of "playing ping negotiatio n talks," acword games" with the press cording to Ashmore, but inand foreign capitals to the stead "the . sticking point is
point where foreign powers - the stepped up bom bing in
no longer believe that he North Vietnam. Bombing is
wants to meet for settlement not _n egotiable."
in Vietnam.
. "Eugene M c C a r t h y
proved the width and depth of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - . the opposition in Vietnam,"
Ashmore, one of McCarthy's
Write-in
chief supporters, said.
Candidate
"He stepped in when no
one else would."
Ashmore looks to the ' ' big
primary in California" to determine the race, saying
"McCarthy is even money in
California."
He sees Robert Kennedy
FOR
as the leading contender of
the democratic candidates and
Student Senate
he dismissed Humphrey as
"stuck with the administraPresident
tion's position which includes
Vietnam and the credibility
gap. Anyone trying to carry
that through will be defeat-

FRED
GEISLER

VOTE MAY 1st

-------------

ed."

TYPEWRITER

.- .
.,

}ti .

RENTALS
AND

SCOTTY'S
TYPEWRITER
CHA·LE'T
CROSSROADS CENTER

10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT
UiARLES APeEftBS IN PERS0'-1 AT MA.CAL.Es~ U)U.EGE
EIJlEsn1wiMA.v l:S, I ICKETS ME. AT All. DAvroo s sMOREs,
ISCXXNT .COOD:i. IN UltjKYTCWl, AND AT THE Mt,.c CKET
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FOR
· RESERVED SECTICJI, AND $5 FOR RESERVED SEAT, h:JR WI.I L
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For '1n-Service institute

Wedding Invitations
CONTINENTAL PRESS, Inc.

II

sa,620 biology grant received by SC
The
N ational
Science
Foundatio n·has again awarded a biology grant to St.
Cloud State fo r an " In-Service Institute in Biology fo r
Secondary School Teachers .
This $6,620 federal grant will
. be administered by Dr. Harold Hopkins, chairmain ·of the

_biology department, and will
pay for a year long evening
course for junior and senior
high school teachers next
year.
This is the eighth such institute conducted by State,
and D r. Harry Goehring, biology professor, will be the in-

structor for the fir st half 0 1
the course. The course provides fo ur quarter hou rs of ·
credit at the undergraduate
or graduate level, and the first
session in laboratory techniques lasts from Sept. 19
through Jan . 30 and the second session Feb. 6 through
May 29 in endocrinology.
The co urse meets m Brown
Hall from 6 to 9:30 p.m .
Thursdays during each 16
week period . The NSF pays
tuition fees and travel expenses for each teacher participating in the course and $5
per course towards the cost
of books. Any junior and -senior high school .teacher of
science within commuting distance of St. Cloud State is
eligible to apply, including the
metropolitan area of the _Twin
Cities.

NEW OFFICERS of the Society for the Advanceof Management · are (from left) Roger .Harvieux, ·
president; Chuck Lidberg, vice president; Kevin
Layer, secretary; and Ronald Peterson , . treasurer.
. SAM;is open to all business students.

Show
. ticket
.

34 N .E. Riverside Drive
Ph one 251-5875

·winner 1s-.
TomRyai,

FREE NAPKINS OR
STUDENT DISCOUNT

Winners of the Academy
Award Contest have been announced by its sponsors, the
Paramount and Hays theatres _
in St. Cloud.
First place winner is Tom
Ryan, 628 sixth avenue south,
who ·will receive a one-year
pass to
the
Paramount
Theatre. DelSay Syverud, 117
third avenue south, was the
second place winner and will
receive a six month pass to
the Paramount and Hays
theatres. The third place winner, Allan Welle, 1121 East
St. Germain, will receive two
guest tickets and a large pizza
from Sam's Pizza Palace.
Twenty-five other winners,
drawn at random, wi.11 receive
one guest ticket to the theatres.

--

-ti,T

ch~;-~
~

t

{7 ----before

·
choosing diamonds

Buy your diamonds with
your eyes wide open-to
the real facts about that
stone! Our knowledge and
integrity aid you in your
diamond selection.

BACHMAN JEWELERS
· Where Knowledge & Reputation
Build Trust

Giveyour . ·

·con_.... . lenses
a

for
spring formal

We' ve a romantic notion
to sweeten a girl' s days
and nights with an array
of wonderful Formal

In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and convenient as they were
meant to be, you have to take care of
them . But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
· prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care.
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
Lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.

Sizes ·
5 to 15

Young Love Shop
.Main Floor

It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision .
Bacteria cannot grow in Lerisine which is
sterile, self.-san itizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you
insert your lens; _coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
-the eye's fluids. That's because
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the
conven ience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Mu ri ne Compa ny, Inc.
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Remember: The Ombudsman is watching you

ft

CROSSROAOS CENTER

.AL~'!!!~,i•
THEY''RE HERE!
Spanish Bota
Win·e s·k ins
1 ½ Liter Capacity.

s3
MEN'S FURNISHINGS -

FIRST LEVEL

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9:30 to 9:30!

mate complaint and then iniWAVERLY (IOWA) Wartburg College's student tiate action for redress if colgovernment may have come lege law has not been fairly
up with at least a partial an- served or if private efforts
swer to the interminable have not been successful.
Ron Hall, senior from Waproblem of student disputes
with the administration, fac- verly who is Wartburg's newly-elected Student Body Presulty and·other students.
The Student ' Senate last ident, proposed the new posweek created an Ombudsman jtion in his platform and exto whom compl_aining stu- plained the reason for i( this
way.
dents may now appeal.
An Ombudsman has long
"Students are usuaHy too
been a part of Scandinavian
timid to take action by themjudicial process. He is an ofselves if they feel they've been
ficial
commissioner
who
unfairly treated. Instead, they
serves as a trouble-shooter
sit in their dormitory rooms
whenever citizens feel their · and gripe, and this is a pracrights have been violated.
.
tical way to stop that."
The Wartburg OmbudsHall has appojnted junior
man is to play the same role.
Dave Wild on Linglestown ,
He is a student who serves as
Pa., to serve as the first Omsa middle man in student vs. . budsman, and Wild is already
student, student vs. faculty or
working on his first case. An
student vs . adm inistration dis- · apprentice Ombudsman , who
putes.
will learn the duties of the
He will listen to the stuposition, assist in review and
dents' problems, investigate
res_earch and eventually .suc~igned student complaints, deceed to Ombudsmanship,
cide whether there is a legitimust still be named.

2 EXCEPTIONALL Y,BEAUTIFUL FILMS
-AVAILABLE TO ST~ CLOUD STATE COLLEGE STUDENTS -

AT SPECIAL LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!
ADM. $1.05 WITH THIS ADI
Wed., May 1 thru Tue~., May 14 . . ~
SIA.RJS .~WED., MAY 1ijth
"Zhivagds"Lara meets
EXCEPTIONAL!
"Georgy Girl's" guy... in the
SENSITIVE!
love story.of the year!

.. /~~,~y,,Awil ful~[!:e~~j~~
. > • -· ~t
· '

.

• · •·

· · · .:.>.:.:i\\...-

who want
her'

.: .·" ·

{

-·-

.

1

f'•

BEAUTIFUL!
"Perhaps the most beautiful movie in history."Brendan Gill, The New Yorker. ''Exquisite is only the
first word thai surges in my mind as an appropriate
description of this exceptional film. Its color is absolutely gorgeous. The use of music and, equally eloquent, of silences and sounds is beyond verbal description. The performances are perfect- that is the only
word."-Bosley Crowther, New York Times. "May well
be the .most beautiful film ever made." - Newsweek.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRESENTS AJOSEPH JANNI PRODUCTION

JULIE CHRISTIE · TERENCE STAMP
Based on a
PETER FINCH
Thomas Hardy
ALANBATES
"FAR
FROM THE MADDING CROWD"
············································································
Novel

SCREENPLAY BY

FREDERIC RAPHAEL 'r'~oM;s·H·;;.•M·
_

DIRECTED BY

~

·

JOHN SCHLESINGER

G

PANAYISION• - METROCOLOR

MGM

FIRST TIME AT POPULAR PRICES
direct from its-reserved seat engagement!

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW

BEST PICTURE·
OF THE YEAR!

2 Shows
Nightly 7 :00 &. 9 :JO

•

Cll.OSSIIOAD!
CEV- ~?..

sr. aouo

_ a'._ Etnra
·~lMa~an
sometimes truth is more e:ccifing
Written and direeted by Bo Widerberg. With Thommy Berggren and Pia Degermark,
Winner, Best Actress, 1967 Cannes Festival. A Bo Widerberg-Europa Film Production. 1

. 2 Shows
Night_
ly 7 :15 &. 9 :15

Hall feels students who
are reluctant to approach college officials about their
problems will be more at ease
discussing complaints with another student.
. College officials agree it
could be a good plan. Earnest
Oppermann, who is the Dean
of Students here and often in
. the middle of student disputes, said he was in favor of
an Ombudsman.
As Hall explained, "In
many instances, the problem
could be solved if the student
and administrative officer just
got together and talked matters over. "
The sword will cut the
other way too . If investigation
reveals no laws have been unfairly served, the Ombudsma11
destroys the complaint and
makes explanation to the stu- .
dent.
·
Another major .responsibility included in the job is
to assist students who mus't
ge . before the college's Academic Problems Committee.
The Ombudsman is to help
research applicable regulations, inform the student of
his rights and assist in the actual writing of the appeal.
At this time, Hall said, the
Ombudsman will not handle
simple grade disputes between student and faculty
members. However, discus~
sions are currently underway
about possible procedures for
this type of complaint. . - _., •

Dr. Cates asks
history help
Who'll help the historian
historicize? That's what Dr.
E. H. Cates wants to ask the
"old-timers" in this community. He is searching to fill
some missing blanks . in the
history book he is writing
honoring the 100th anniversary of SCS next fall.
Six historic puzzles · are
keeping him awake nights;
and · he welcomes any information on these questions
sent to him at Stewart Hall.
He wonders: In the spring of
1899 somehow the name of
the Normal Ladies' Home
was changed to Lawrence
Hall. Was there any ceremony connected with that
change, any formal decision?
Also: he wants to know wh;it
conduct was expected of those ·
who
attended
all-campus
chapel and assemblies before
1892 and a description of
those chapel exercises.
Where exactly was the Old
Stearns House, Old Main and
the old library, and before
1892 what sports did the Normal Athletic Club engage in?
And, finally, asks Cates, before 1892 what organizations
existed on campus? . "This is
just going to be a dandy his- .
tory book if people will help
me a bit with it," says Cates.
His 400 page centennial history of SCS will be presented
publicly Oct. 2 at the College's "Heritage Dinner,"
kickoff event for the year long
celebration.
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Theatre in Europe draws Michaels;
return planned to finish book
by Barb.Bolin

"Theatre in Europe is considered a necessity of life, not
a luxury," Mr. R. Keith
Michael, associate professor
of speech and dramatic arts,
explained.
Michael came to this conclusion after spending two
years living and studying in
Europe with his wife Marian,
assistant professor of speech
. and dramatic arts.
The first year in Europe
was spent in England before
the ·Michaels came to St.
Cloud State in 1960. Michael
did postgr'a duate work at the
University of Bristol, directing plays.and traveling in 14
countries. Mrs. Michael acted
at the university and in the
town of Bristol. .
In the fall of 1966, Mr.
and ·Mrs. Michael returned to
Europe on a leave of absence
from · SCS. During this stay,
in which they lived in England
for a ·while and traveled a
great" deal, covering 15,000
miles in five and o·ne-half
months and visiting every
theatre ·of major significance
in Western Europe.
The second visit to England was. mainly for research
r0n. Mi~hael's. book, Conten1porar·y Theatre Architecture in
Western Ebrope. ·He. has re-

ceived administrative assistance from the German government and the. International
Theatre Institute for his
book.
Describing the theatres,
Michael said that "Unquestionably, the finest theatre
buildings are located in Western Europe."
Regarding the Europeans'
attitude toward their theatres,
Michael described one of the
countries, "In a tiny country
like Holland, the people are
. far mQre conscious of culture
-an<f:arts than we are in the
United States. When I asked
: a .director of .one culture center in Hoilarid why they ·s pend
so much money on fine arts,
he said that it was to improve
· their climate of living. It may
· well be that in this country we
could take a lesson· from
them ."
,
Mrs. Michael added that
''The best thing about ·t his
second visit was that we were
in constant contact directly

with the European people. We
·weren't there to see Americans.

tween undergraduate and
graduate work. They had
both graduated from Indiana
State University, Indiana,
We found our favorite Penn., and then got their
countries to be Yugoslavia MFA degrees at the Univerand Finland. The reason we. sity of Iowa.
,
felt this way is some what
Mrs. Michael was acting
hard to vocalize. In these par- with the Erie Theatre in Pennticular
countries
there sylvania, at this time, and
seemed to be ease because · Mr. Michael was working at
the people were not so con- the Barter Theatre in Virsumed in our advertising ginia .
world and they were very
They are both presently
kind."
_with SCS again, busy with the
Granted a sabatical, Mr. other members of the speech
Michael will again interrupt and dramatic arts d parthis tight and demanding _mtnt, getting ready for the
schedule to return to Europe opening of tlie new Performto finish work on his book ing Arts Center.
Concerning a family, Mrs.
next year. Mrs. Michael will
stay home and continue Michael said, "We don't have
teaching through first sum- time for a family; we're too
mer session and then work at busy with our students, but
Theatre L'Homme Dieu in we do have a long red haired
dacshou.!].d."
Alexandria, Minnesota.
~esides \\'.Orking _ on h i s . - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
book and teaching, Mr. Mi- MR. AND MRS. R.
chael is ·presently a member
of the Advisory Board of the Keith Michael, State's
Minnesota Art Council, and theatre couple, will soon
. just finished directing SCS split - but only for
Theatre's winter ·quarter pro- year of study.----•
duction of Marat Sade.

In the seven years with
SCS, Mr. Michael feels one
of the accomplishments that
he is pleased about is being
co-founders of Theatre L' Homme Dieu along with Dr.
Housman, chairman of the
· speech and dramatic arts department.

Save 10% By Cash & Carry
On Your DRY CLEANING ·
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The founding of L'Homme Dieu was one of the reaShirt laundry - 15 5th Ave. So.:_ Shoe Repair
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ctcled to come to St. Cloud .
· h 1 "d
Automobile Waxing and
. As M rs. Mic ae sai , "InPolishingServiceusing
FRESH
NEW - CL.EAN
stead of ending up in the
FULLY AIR CONDITIONED
Sunny South we wound up in
SIMONIZ Paste Wax
the Cold North ." .
5 SIZES OF WASHERS
Mr. and Mrs. . Michael
FROM ONE TO SIX LOADS EACH
met and · were married bePRICED FROM 20c TO 50c .

t·

Art ·winners named
Winners have been an- ·
nounced for the Visual Arts
Competitive Exh7 ition held
recently at SCS.
In film making, . Bill Sandberg won first and third
places, and John May received honprable mention. All
winners in this category were
from SCS.
In drawings, Charles Ringness from SCS won first place,
William L. Lee from Menomonie, Wisconsin won second
place, MauriceD. Olson from
SCS won third place, and
Richard Mittelstadt,
also
from SCS, received honorable

FULL SERVICE DRY CLEANER

mention.
In painting, Mark Golbach from St. John's University won first and third
places, Bruce LePage from
Menomonie
won
second
place, and Sandra Boyles
from River Falls, Wisconsin
received honorable mention.
In printmaking, Richard
Mittelstadt from SCS won
first place, Edward Martinez
from West Liberty, Iowa won
seco"nd place, Mary Giombi
from Milwaukee, Wisconsin
won third place, and Jerry
Ott from Mankato received
honorable mention.

Open by appointment only
Tuesday thru Saturday
Days or Evenings

EXTRACTORS 1 Qc AND 1 5c
STEAM DRYE RS 1 Qc

28 S.E. Lincoln Avenue
St. Cloud - Phone 252-7461
For Appointment

NEW COLONIAL COIN LAUNDRY
Across Hiway No. 152 from Miller Shopping Center

Call 252-9300
lor~FAST
----HOURS
Mon.-Thurs. 4-2 a.m.
Fri.-Sat.
4-2:30 a.m.
Sunday
11 :30-2 a.m.

19

5th Ave.

~DELIVERY
MODERN

DINING

ROOM
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Ma_y Daze starts.wi_th MEBOC
May Daze, scheduled for
May · 9, 10, and 11 at SCS,
will include the MEBOC contest, a parade, a picnic, a pieeating contest, a street dance,
a candJelight dinner, and the
spring formal. ·
The May Daze events will

begin with Most Eligible wood patio, and this will be
Bachelor on Campus cam- followed by a 6:45 p.m. conpaigning Thursday, May 9. cert.
Friday morning, MEBOC
A parade for the candidates
will be_' held at 4 p.m. which voting will begin at 8 a.m.;
will be followed by a picnic. the pie-eating contest will be
After the picnic, MEBOC · at 3 p.m.; and a street dance
skits will be held on the At- in Brown Hall parking- lot
will be held at 7:30 p.m. The

- - - - - - - - - - • • - - - - • ~ • ~ • - - - • - - - - - - • · held
MEBOC
duringcoronation
the dance. will be
Saturday, a candlelight
dinner will be held from 7 to
8:30 p.m.; a concert ·. bv Si
1 1 1 - - - . - • Zentner will
be held from
7:30 to 8:30 p.m., also; and
the Spring Formal will be held
from 9 to 12 p.m. with music
by Si Zentner.

----

SHARE wilt ·

haveconvo
May3-5here
A Student Youth Volunteer Conference, sponsored by
• Project SHARE, will be held
May 3, 4, and 5 at SCS.
Mr. Spring from the
Photo by Mike Kirkwood
Teacher Corps will address
the · conference a,t 9:30 a.m.
PENNY REITER, sophomore from St. Cloud
Saturday in the Atwood
is t_oday's · vi~w _from the cornet. Penny is ~
Civic-Penney room and will
soc10logy maJor and psychology minor.
speak
on a topic
related
to . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .
the conference
theme,
"Bar-

':l

e

·

1

I

-"'I O ' - ~...
~ 4 - 1' -1 · .

-------------------aa:;;;.;;;:a~J

· riers of Communication and
Human Relations."
All interested persons are
urged to attend. Registration
will be held Saturday morn- .
ing before the address.
Project SHARE members are
asked to be registered Thursday evening from 5 to 11 p.m.

If all you aak for la a diamond. you'.n maldnf

a big mlatake! The difference in dlamoncll la

diamond· cutting methods. The dlamonda that
offer you are the nn.t cub in the world.
You ·can putthaae no !Iner. Each and nery .
diamond sold coma
'
dl......Uy from the ·
world'• fine■t
diamond cut•
ten In South
Africa. Aak
about the
difference

between
cullin&
melhoda.
Wewlll
be &lad
lo explain. _

ST. CLOUD'S ONLY GUILD OPTICIAN
CONTACT LENSES

~

-

GAIDA~S

......

BOB FEil.ER
. .11111111 AMEfllCM GIM

824 St. Germain - ST. MARY'S BLDG. - BL 2-2002 .

Printup heads college
Republican$ for 68-'69

FEILER

IOCIITY@

11111. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The St. Cloud State Colledge Republican Club elected
new officers last Tuesday
night.
Three
candidates,
John Hanson, Gary Printup,
and George Smith, ran for
president.
Printup, a
sophomore
journalism and political science major from Mound, was
elected on the second ballot
with a teri-vote majority over
Hanson after Smith was elim. inated on the first ballot. The
vote was twenty-seven for
Printup and seventeen for
Hanson.
Printup's campaign centered around "regenerating
responsibility
within
the
club's leadership." He said,
"It is time for the immergence

of a· new image for our club,
an image that will attract new
members and initiate new interest in the organization."
In the election for vicepresident, Mark O'Leary, a
sophomore from Redwood
Falls, defeated Dean Urdahl
by a vote ·of eighteen to seventeen.
Others elected at the meeting were Frank Greamba,
treasurer, a junior from Hop. kins, and Kay Cambronne,
secretary, a freshman from
south Minneapolis. There
were also two appointments
to the Executive Board,
Fredrich T. Lano, a junior
from Sauk Centre, and W.
Robert Wilcox, a junior from
north Minneaeolis.

PLATE LUNCHES DAILY-95c
AT THE

OK CAFE

Chinese Dishes To Take Out - Call 252-1-070

VIST THE

TOP OF THE HOUSE

ROCK

Pizza - Beer - Entertainment - Nigh-tly
located Directly Above The House Of Pizza

'N

with the fabulous

THIS FRIDAY - MAY 3

9:00-1 :00

19 S. 5th Ave.

TEL. 252-9300

ROLL

-

CLUB MESA

.
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'68-69 Atwood room
reservation begins May 1
Beginning
Wednesday,
To make reservations, deMay 1, Atwood Center will cide in which priority your
accept · room reservations for event is categorized and then
the 1968-69 academic year.
phone 255-2202 or stop at the
Due to the tremendous de- Atwood main desk. Permamand for the rooms and to . nent reservations may be
insure fair and full utilization made for one academic quarof all facilities, the Atwood ter.
directors- would like to have .
groups follow the reservations as follows:
Annual art show
Priority I includes reserving rooms May .1 and 2 for
non-academic segments of
freshmen orientation
and
The sixth annual St. Cloud
Homecoming and regularly Art Show will be held at the
(annually) scheduled events of Zapp National Bank May 12
this nature.
through May 24.
Priority II includes_reservA grand opening will be
ing rooms May 3 and 6 for held Sunday afternoon, May
all-college events sponsored 12, with coffee and cookies
by a student organization.
served from 1 to 5 p.m. For
Priority III includes re- the remaining two weeks,. the
serving rooms May 7 and 8 show will be open during
for conferences sponsored by banking hours in addition to
student groups and college the Sunday hours of 1 to 5
department-sponsored events. p.m . M, 12 and May 19.
Priority IV includes reThe show is open to any
serving rooms May 9 and 10 area artist who is 15-years-old
for non-all-college events or more. Cash prizes as well
sponsored by student organi- as ribbons will be awarded in
zations (i.e. individual club three major divisions which
meetings, etc.)
include oil paintings (sub- - - - - - - - - - - - - divided into naturalistic and
abstract) for oils, acrylics, and
caseins; transparent watercolors; and miscellaneous for
any other art forms other than
paintings such as sculpture,
ceramics, mosaics, drawings,
etc.
The artists will be Rermittect'"to offer t heir works for -.-,
sale; however, no commission will be charged.
:
_Entry forms are available
in Headley Hall, the SCS bulletin boards, and the - St.
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. Cloud Hobby Shop.

Go 1,600 miles

to be May 21-24

Senate
election
tomorrow u

On this much gas
I

.·.·.-· ·:-· ·.
-:-:-:-.

❖

.' •

VOTE! .

Art department will sell SCS
stud·
. ent prints for Block press
.

The art department at sc;s arid size of the print. Many
will sell student prints to SCS will sell for as little as $1. faculty and students beginIf the department falls
ning May 6.
_
short" of its goal, the money
All money raised from the will be saved until next year,
print sale will go for the pur- and a .new sale will be started.
chase of a Dickerson Com-,
Any art students not in
bination Motorized Etching agreement with · the sale are
and Woodblock Press which asked to see William Ellingwill become the property of son in the printmaking dethe SCS print department_for partment, and he will elimin-use at SCS and Studio L'- ate their prints from the sale.
Homme Dieu. The press,
Ellingson said that "With
which has the capacity for the shortage of money availprinting measuring 25" by able for new -equipment, this
40" and also the effecti"veness seems to be a good answer
of a lithography press, will for the future expansion of
cost $995 (not including ship- thtr printmaking facilities at
ping and stand). ·
. SCS." He will be in Headley
· The prints sold will be Hall 217, from 8 to 3 p.m .
proofs that have ,been handed Monday, Wednesday, and
into the print department for
Friday to answer any addithe past five years. Prices will tional questions.
be determined by the quality

-SEE THE GREAT NEW HONDA
NOW
.AT THE

HONPA:t1:QIJ:f~j

Horne Of Sudden Service
East Hwy. 23 St. Cloud

With this new H·onda
This sleek Honda Super 90 delivers an incredible 160 mpg
on regular gasoline, but economy of operation isn'tHonda '. s
only bag.
- Ride any .of Honda's 23 models and you can forget high
insurance and maintenance costs. Forget parking
problems too.
And when you ride Honda you go in style. Every time.
The Honda Super 90, for instance, combines big bike looks
with- easy lightweight handling. Its dependable Honda
four-stroke overhead camshaft engine produces an
impressive 8 bhp @9,500 rpm; speeds up to 65 mph. And
the Super 90 is priced at what you want to pay.
The smooth Honda Super 90. Is there a better way to
go the distance?

H -O NDA
-

,

Now Honda has sold its millionth motorcycle! See your Honda dealer today and get in
on the second million. And for free color brochure and safety pamphlet, write : American
Honda Motor Co. , Inc., Dept. C-12, P.O. Box 50, Gardena, California 90247. © 1968, AHM .

Gamma Sigma Sigma

AWS

art films

Newly installed officers- for the
Alpha Beta Chapter of Gamma Sigma Sigma for 1968-69 include Ruth
Olson, president; Judy Stalberger,
first vice-president; Darlene Anderson, second vice-president; . Bonnie
Schwinghammer, treasurer; Karen
Kroska , recording secretary; and
Bonnie
Kroschel,
corresponding
secretary. Gamma Sigma Sigma is
devoted to service to the campus,
community, and nation. Each member gives her time to service projects
such as aiding charitable fund raising, hospital service, and c,Jmmunity
and campus functions .

All women interested in helping
to plan the A WS State Day Nov. 8
and 9 are urged to leave their names
and t<;:lephone numbers in the Student Personnel Office or call Marge
Healy, 251-3707, for further information . Planning will begin this quarter. Girls with little or no experience
in planning events are welcome.

SCS art students' films that were
entered in competition in the TriState Visual Arts Competitive Exhibition will be exhibited in the
Atwood north unfinished dining
room at 8 p .m. tomorrow. All students are invited. ·

WRA

Kappa Pi , honorary art fraternity , will meet tgmorrow at 7 p.m . in
Headley 221. The agenda for tomorrow includes the Parents' Day Art
Sale and demonstrations for ·the
visitors.

Lettermen
The Lettermen's Club will meet
Wednesday, May I at 7:30 p.m.- in
Halenbeck 235 . All members interested in attending the spring banquet
must attend.

Biology Club
The Biology Club will meet
Wednesday, May I, ,in Brown Hall
137 at 7 p .m. Mr. Robert Collins
will speak on the Golden Valley
· Environmental Science Center. Picnic
plans will be made. Everyone is welcome. Coffee and cookies will be
served after the meeting.

IVCF
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in
the Atwood Herbert room.

Psy Chi
An organizational meeting for
Psy Chi, a national fraternity for
everyone interested in the field of
psychology, will be held tonight at
7 p.m . in Atwood 15 I. Students do
not have to be psychology majors tci
join. For more information, see Dr.
Boltuck or call Tony Alfono at 2527857.

Synchronettes
The SCS Synchronettes will
present its annual swim show May
I, 3, and 4 at 8 p.m. and May 5
at 7 p.m. in the Halenbeck pools.
The show is entitled "Sp.lashbacks"
and is offering several new ideas including a su rprise fin ale. Soloists for
the show will be Joan Skog a nd
Cathy Kennedy, freshmen from St.
Louis Park .

,Business Club
The Business Club will elect
"1968-69 office.rs Monday, May 6, at
7 p ,m. The location of this important meeting will be announced in
the next paper. Nominations and
applications for ·position:s
ill be
ao.:cepted before May 6 by a I Business Club officers or Mr. Ken
Roerin g, Business Cl ub advisor.

************
· Drop~add
dates changed

Because of a delay in returning processed summer
session registrations, it is
necessary to change the dates
for drop-add for summer sessions.
Drop-adds will be processed in Stewart Hall IO I
Thursday and Friday, May 2
and 3, only. Students who do
not complete change of programs at that time will have
to wait until the week of June
10-14.
Bring your materials and
completed drop-add forms
(pink, for first summer session and blue . for second
summer session) when reporting for changes.

***********

The sign-up sheets for the
Women's ' Recreation Association's
camping weekend will be posted tomorrow through May 10 in Halenbeck. The weekend will be May 25
and 26.

CICA Create-In, Read-In will be
held Monday, May 6, at 8 p .m. at
Newman Center. J. Bell will exhibit
paintings done with an air brush,
and Bob Iten will demonstrate solarizatlon, a special photography technique. There will also be a poetry
reading. Other participants and
critics are invited.

Gamma Delta Lutheran Organization will hold a Bible Study tonight at 8 p .m . and vespers tonight
at 9. p .m . An open house will be
held at I :30, a social hour at 4:30,
and a recognition banquet at 5:30
p.m. Sunday. The recognition banquet will be held at the Sveden
House with tickets costing $2.

Stop in at the _Chronicle Office or call 255-2449. RATE: 10' per line - 6 words '
per line. Ads must be paid in advance.

Kerner Report

Happy_Hour
4:30 - 6:30 Mon.-Fri.

25c - 40c Off
Pitchers of Light
or Dark Beer

YDFL

Every Tues. & Thurs.

The SCS YDFL will rn.eet tonight at 7 p .m. in the Atwood Civic
room . This is an important meeting
to elect new officers and vote on
constitutional changes.

Light or Dark B'eer

FOR RENT
TWO MALE STUDENTS to rent whole
house. Three bedrooms. Large kitchen. 3 living . there now. Call after
s_ix. 252-0774.
"IT'S SO PEACEFUL in the country."
Rooms 5 male· students. Private
bath. Private kitchen. Twin beds. Ten
minutes from campus. Must have car.
Electricity, water. heat paid for. College approved. $115 per quarter. Call
252-9177 . Reserve NOW.
FURNISHED APARTMENT for summer
sessions on 7th Ave . So. 252-7582.
TWO GIRLS would like to share apartment with others summer session.
Call 252-9061.
'
APARTMENT FOR TWO male college
students for summer school. Call
Doug Meyer at 252-3095 between
5 p.m. and 7 p.m.
ROOMS FOR GIRLS for summer ses- sions. Across from Holes Hall 401
3rd Ave . So. Cooking facilities available. 252-5560.
GIRLS ROOMS with kitchen privileges
available for summer sessions at 327
4th Ave . So. Call 251 -3495.
SHARE AN ENTIRE house 100 feet
from campus. Call Jim 252-8188.

2 ForThe

OFF CAMPUS SUMME~ housing.
Spacious living and dining rooms,
cooking and T.V. privileges. ·$50.00
one session. $90 two sessions. 815
5th Ave. So. Call 252-0444.

Price Of

1
Glasses Only

Riding Club

Future male elementary teache'rs
are invited to attend the MET A
meeting Thursday, May 2 in the
Rud Room, Atwood Center.
Election of officers will be held .

·Classifieds

People wishing to participate in
a group to study the Kerner Report
on Civil Disorder, which was
authorized by President Johnson,
will meet at the Back Way Coffee
House tonight at 8 p.m. · If you cannot attend,- contact Dean Hoffman
or Marv Repinski (252-6518). The
participants will try to relate their
finds to SCS and the St. Cloud comm1.1nity. Everyone is invited.

SJIECIAL!!

The SCS Riding Club will hold
an open meeting tomorrow in the
Atwood Herbert room from 7 to 9
p.m . All students and faculty interested in horses and horsemanship
are invited to attend. A discussion
on basic riding skills and on advanced conformation will be held.

Newm~fl
"Tears for the City," a program
of choral music to be presented by
the Choral Society of the United
Theological Seminary of the Twin
Cities,. will _be held Thursday, May
2, at 8 p.m . m the Newman Center.

Chroni.cle

Kappa Pi

..--------------■ '

Gamma Delta

META

SEE YOU
AT THE

73 ratu1urstln1us
Centennial Plaza
Shopping Center
Phone 251-9847

Serious business ...
Love is serious.
So is buying a diamond.
So is selling a
diamond. We take that

most seriously because
each diamond we sell
can either make or
break our reputation.
We have worked too
hard building . a good
one to risk it.
Every diamond sale we
make ·m ust reflect top

NEW APARTMENT FOR up to 4 male
male students. Everything furnished
_ ·except bedding. Carpeted. Call 2526645.
NICE ROOMS available for summer
and fall for women . Close to campus. parking, laundry and many other
facilities - 251-3287 or stop at 393
2nd ave. So. and ask for Mary.
ROOMS
reasonable
with
cooking
facilities - girls summer sessions.
402 5th Ave. So. between 7 :30 and
9p.m .- 251-7481.

FOR SALE
1967 HONDA CB450. 3000 Actual
Miles. Custom tank and pipes extra.
Wi ll trade or sell for 850+- equivalent value. BOB 252 -7513 or 2552449 .
NEW REBUILT FORD flathea.d V-8
engine co mplete - fits 32-48 Ford.
Chrome ! Call John at 252-6285 .

250°~ET

WEBERS 'JEWELRY

VOTE FOR CARLSON. HABERLE. PYKA. RIDGEWAY for Student Senate Reliable. hard working. honest - you
need them on the Senate.
TO THOSE who tend to label people ...
WHAT is an orgy? The other half of
ninth.
VOTE FOR CARLSON. HABERLE. PYKA. RIDGEWAY for Student Senate Reliable. hard working. honest - you
need them on the Senate.

EMPLOYMENT
OPENINGS FOR THREE MEN for
sales and service. Earn money Saturdays and while going to school.
Unlimited income for the right men .
Car necessary. Apply 6-19 V2 Ave.
So. Electrolux Corporation.

WORK WANTED
ALTERATIONS: Men's and
252 '2204.

women's.

WANTED
RIDE WANTED : Ride to Duluth. Two
Harbors, Silver Say, Grand Marias
April 25. Call 252- 7598 ask for Sherrill.
TWO MALE ROOMMATES for summer school. New furnished apartment. 252-9346.
TWO GIRLS to share apartment with 1
other for s_ummer. Call 252-4461 .
COMM . 309 SOOK by Leland Brown.
Call252 -7121 after6 :00p.m .
5 SWEET YOUNG THINGS (females?)
want housing close to campus for
summer and next year. Call 2527598. They are Skulker approved
girls!
PHILOSOPHY 215 book. Reason ·and

Responsibility - Feinberg. Call Ron,
251-0625.
LOST AND FOUND

1965 OLDS CUTLASS F85 convertable . Power steering. power brakes:
buck_
e ts. Contact Gordy Sing. Phone
- 255 -2560. Highest offer.

WOULD APPRECIATE the return of one
- Philosophy 215 textbook. taken from
Garvey on April 23 . Call 251-0745
after 6 :00 p.m.

ELECTRIC GUITAR, EKO 3 - pickup
solid body with tremlo and six tone
selector buttons. Red sparkle finish condition . Make an offer. Contact
Larry Meyer - Case 309 . 255-3424.

LOST: One Billfold lost at Hawks. Ple.ase
return . no questions asked. Tel. 2557330.

250 HONDA SCRAMBLER .
shape. George 252-8506 .

Good

THE NAME was Martina . The riame
that was given. All is erased . If all
is forgiven .

8

WHY DID Jozef Konrad Korzeniowske
change his nanie to Joseph Conrad
Natasha?

once . $10,

TAPE RECORDER . used
phone 252-8659.

PERSONAL

PRICED

NOAM CHOMSKY failed the English department's
Traditional
Grammars
Test.

FOUND : Person · who got ride from
Bric keys (Sat. April 20) to party who
left light brown purse in blue Corvett
call 252-8377. Ask for George.

value. No exceptions.

Space-age fashion for
the modern bride.
Elegant diamond.

FELLOW HUSKIES. doesn't it strike you
as irony that SCS was once a Nor-mal School?

THE ENGLISH Department's LOVE-IN
scheduled for May 1 has been canceled due to personal conflicts.
PM - YOUR time
Watch it.

is

out

of jount.

LOST: Men's glasses - dark brown. Call
255-2494 - 419.

SPECIAL NOTICE
LENZMEIER FOR PRESIDENT
LENZMEIER FOR PRESIDENT
LENZMEIER FOR PRESIDENT
LENZMEIER FOR PRESIDENT
LENZMEIER FOR PRESIDENT
SOCK IT TO ME!

ATTENTION
SENIOR LIFESAVING course starting
next Wed. night. Call 252 -7228.

FLOWEB CHI LDREN - Gather ye rosebuds while ye may. The aphids are
fast a·multiplying.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

TO MY MUCH praised but not entirely
satisfactory acquaintance
"How.
beastly the bourgeois is. especially
the male of the species."

A SINCERE THANK YOU to Karen
Schimelpfenig for your .talent with a
brush. Pyka. Carlson. Haberle. Ridgew ay, Lorenz.

AND WHAT I'd like to know is. what's
so mud-lucious and puddle-wonderful
about spring. ee?
JOHN I'm telling you the . I don't like
fishes. Sue .
LOST: ONE dapple-dawn-drawn falcon.·
If found, contact GMH.

NOTICE
A DIAMOND from Feiler's is a Keepsake forever!
WANTED! Men at Theta Chi Smoker
on Wednesday. April 24 at 395 2nd
Ave. So. Time - 6 :30 p.m.

